
Long reach cutter style pliers are suited for a variety of jobs. Jaws comprise 1/3
of total length. Smooth functioning box joint insures accurate alignment of
cutter edges. Milled jaws firmly grip out to very tip of nose. Tempered steel
with polished finish faces. Handles are palm-fitting design with red vinyl 
non-slip cushion grips.

Catalog Length Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) oz. (g)
LNC6G 6 (152) 4 (113)
LNC7G 7 (178) 5 (142)

Powerful leverage short nose is designed to cut flush from side without
obstructing handle grip. Absence of flat gripping surface on jaws allows tool to
cut out to very tip. (Diagonal cutters are the only tools capable of reaching into
an electrical box to cut wires). Smooth functioning box joint insures accurate
alignment of cutting edges. Forged from high quality alloy steel. Hardened and
tempered for long life. Polished faces. Red vinyl cushion grips.

Catalog Length Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) oz. (g)
DC6G 6.25 (159) 4 (113)
DC7G 7.25 (184) 7 (199)

Precision plier has a rugged design with powerful leverage for pulling and 
cutting heavy wires. Carefully matched cutting edges and milled gripping 
surface are specially hardened and tempered for long life. Forged from high
quality alloy steel. Polished faces. Comfort designed handles with red vinyl
cushion grips.

Catalog Length Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) oz. (g)
LSC8G 8 (203) 14 (397)

High leverage plier is designed for cutting number 8 and other large wires.
Forged from high quality alloy steel. Precision matched cutting edges are 
induction hardened. Jaw rivet is offset for increased leverage. Built-in 
insulation crusher. Red vinyl cushion grips.

Catalog Length Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) oz. (g)
LSC9G 9 (229) 19 (539)
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Electrical Plier

Insulated and uninsulated terminal and splice crimper with wire cutter up
front. Crimps insulated terminal sizes 12-10 (yellow) and 22-14 (red and blue).
Tool also crimps uninsulated terminals 22-10 and 7-8 mm auto ignition 
terminals. Cuts bolts with perfect rethread and features six wire stripping 
stations for 22-10 ga. Constructed of induction hardened alloy steel. Pivot joint
is made of hardened steel lifetime bushing. Black oxide oil finish with paint
markings to highlight crimping functions. Red vinyl grips are comfortable,
three pocket air cushion type.

Catalog Capacities Crimping Stripping Length Net
Number Bolt Cutting Wt.
PC9 4-40 8-32 22-10 ga. 22-10 ga. 8-3/4" 7 oz.

6-32 10-32
10-24

Up front scissors action strips copper wire clean and easily cuts sizes 10 thru
20. Bolt cutters leave a perfect rethread. Plier nose features serrated jaw and
slim profile for pulling and putting loops on wire. Crimps all insulated and
non-insulated solderless terminals including 7-8 mm auto. Lifetime pivot
point assures greater joint strength and adds easy, precise adjustment 
capability. Black oxide, satin finish steel. Extra large red vinyl cushion grips.

Catalog Capacities Crimping Stripping Length Net
Number Bolt Cutting Wt.
WSC8 4-40 8-32 22-10 ga. 22-10 ga. 8-1/4" 8 oz.

5-40 10-32
6-32 10-24

Automatic spring opening increases speed of stripping operation. 
Convenient lock protects precision cutting surfaces when not in use.

Catalog Capacities Metric Length Net Wt.
Number AWG in. (mm) oz. (g)
WSC1S 20-10 ga. .5-5.3 mm 6 (152) 4 (113)

Multiple slip joint pliers are ideal for use on conduit, pipe and cable 
connections. Tongue and groove joints hold jaws securely in selected position
and take strain off bolt. Teeth are designed to give maximum grip on any
round, square or hex shaped object. Long cushion grip handles give powerful
leverage with gentle angled spread for easy one hand operation. 
Thin design permits access to confined spaces where conventional pipe 
wrenches won’t go. Tempered steel halves offer long dependable service.

Catalog Size Square Opening Tracks Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) in. (mm) oz.(g)
MT7 7-1/2 (191) 1-1/4 (32) 5 6 (170)
MT10 10 (254) 1-7/8 (48) 5 12 (340)
MT12 12.5 (318) 2-1/4 (57) 7 27 (766)
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Up Front Crimping Action
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Cutter / Stripper / Crimper

Electrical / Stripper

Multi-Track Pliers

Combination AWG-Metric
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Greater jaw capacity than standard adjustables, these wrenches often eliminate
the need to use the next larger size. Ideal for jobs where convenience of a 
smaller, lighter weight wrench is desired. 

Slim, tapered jaws are induction hardened to prevent disfiguring of opening.
Malco wrenches are drop-forged from high quality alloy steel, heat treated and
nickel chrome plated. Finished with bright head faces and satin finished 
handles.

GRIPPED WRENCHES

Catalog Length Jaw Opening Net Wt.
Number in. (mm) in. (mm) oz. (g)

AW4G 4 (102) 1/2 (12.7) 2 (57)
AW6XG 6 (152) 15/16 (23.8) 4 (113)
AW8XG 8 (203) 1-1/8 (28.6) 8 (227)
AW10XG 10 (254) 1-5/16 (33.3) 14 (397)
AW12XG 12 (305) 1-1/2 (38.1) 24 (680)

1/4" square drive shanks fit Malco RRW3 and RRW4 Ratchet Wrenches.
Facilitates easy ratcheting action for servicing hard to access valves common
in air conditioning and refrigeration condensing units. 1-5/8 inches long.

Square Hex
Catalog Shank Dia. Key Dia. O/A Lgth.
Number
RRW5/16 1/4” 5/16” 1-5/8”
*RRW3/16 1/4” 3/16” 1-5/8”

*RRW3/16 Hex Stock Body Measures 5/16"

For installing or servicing heating, air conditioning or refrigeration units.For installing or servicing heating, air conditioning or refrigeration units.

Offset design

5/16” & 3/16”
Hex Key Wrench Inserts

AW12XG

RRW3

RRW4

RRW5

RRW3/16

RRW5/16

AW10XG

AW8XG

AW6XG

AW4G
Standard Opening

Catalog Square Hex
Number in. 
RRW4 3/16" & 1/4" 1/2" & 9/16"
RRW3 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" & 3/8" 
RRW5 3/16", 1/4", 5/16" & 3/8" 

Extra Capacity
Adjustable Wrenches

Refrigeration
Ratchet Wrenches


